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SUMMARY
Iceland represents one of the most well-known examples of hotspot volcanism, but the details
of how surface volcanism connects to geodynamic processes in the deep mantle remain
poorly understood. Recent work has identified evidence for an ultra-low velocity zone in
the lowermost mantle beneath Iceland and argued for a cylindrically symmetric upwelling at
the base of a deep mantle plume. This scenario makes a specific prediction about flow and
deformation in the lowermost mantle, which can potentially be tested with observations of
seismic anisotropy. Here we present an investigation of seismic anisotropy in the lowermost
mantle beneath Iceland, using differential shear wave splitting measurements of S–ScS and
SKS–SKKS phases. We apply our techniques to waves propagating at multiple azimuths,
with the goal of gaining good geographical and azimuthal coverage of the region. Practical
limitations imposed by the suboptimal distribution of global seismicity at the relevant distance
ranges resulted in a relatively small data set, particularly for S–ScS. Despite this, however, our
measurements of ScS splitting due to lowermost mantle anisotropy clearly show a rotation of
the fast splitting direction from nearly horizontal for two sets of paths that sample away from
the low velocity region (implying VSH > VSV ) to nearly vertical for a set of paths that sample
directly beneath Iceland (implying VSV > VSH ). We also find evidence for sporadic SKS–SKKS
discrepancies beneath our study region; while the geographic distribution of discrepant pairs is
scattered, those pairs that sample closest to the base of the Iceland plume tend to be discrepant.
Our measurements do not uniquely constrain the pattern of mantle flow. However, we carried
out simple ray-theoretical forward modelling for a suite of plausible anisotropy mechanisms,
including those based on single-crystal elastic tensors, those obtained via effective medium
modelling for partial melt scenarios, and those derived from global or regional models of flow
and texture development in the deep mantle. These simplified models do not take into account
details such as possible transitions in anisotropy mechanism or deformation regime, and test
a simplified flow field (vertical flow beneath the plume and horizontal flow outside it) rather
than more detailed flow scenarios. Nevertheless, our modelling results demonstrate that our
ScS splitting observations are generally consistent with a flow scenario that invokes nearly
vertical flow directly beneath the Iceland hotspot, with horizontal flow just outside this region.
Key words: Seismic anisotropy; Composition and structure of the mantle; Atlantic Ocean;
Phase transitions.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
The Iceland landmass is the result of particularly vigorous mantle melting and volcanic activity along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
It is often discussed as the juxtaposition of a deep mantle plume
and a mid-ocean spreading centre (e.g. Gudmundsson 2000), but
other models that do not invoke a mantle plume have also been
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proposed (e.g. Foulger & Anderson 2005). The interpretation of
mantle tomography models beneath Iceland and the depth extent
of low-velocity anomalies have been particularly controversial (e.g.
Wolfe et al. 1997). Recent seismic imaging results have argued for a
broad, deeply rooted low velocity anomaly extending to the base of
the mantle beneath Iceland (French & Romanowicz 2015). There is
also observational evidence for the presence of an ultra-low velocity
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structure at the base of the mantle beneath Iceland, which they inferred to be the root of an upwelling thermochemical plume, with
the surrounding mantle exhibiting faster velocities. Yuan & Romanowicz (2017) examined the ULVZ beneath Iceland in detail by
applying forward modelling of Sdiff phases (shear waves diffracted at
the CMB) to constrain the ULVZ geometry. Their results suggest a
quasi-axisymmetric (cylindrically symmetric) ULVZ extending approximately 15 km above the CMB. Their best-fitting model has an
axis of symmetry close to vertical and suggest a melt fraction of 1020 per cent at the base of the mantle. Yuan & Romanowicz ( 2017)
further suggest the ULVZ’s location with respect to the tomographically imaged Iceland plume (French & Romanowicz 2015) implies
a dynamic connection between lowermost mantle structures and
surface volcanism, and posit a cylindrically symmetric upwelling

in D beneath Iceland. Both the work of He et al. (2015) and Yuan
& Romanowicz (2017) suggest a general flow regime of upwelling
flow at the base of a mantle plume beneath Iceland, which generally
coincides geographically with the region with low seismic velocities and evidence for a ULVZ, with horizontal flow towards the
upwelling in the lowermost mantle outside of the upwelling region.
With this conceptual idea of lowermost mantle flow based on the
results of He et al. (2015) and Yuan & Romanowicz (2017) as a
framework, the goal of this study is to study seismic anisotropy at
the base of the mantle beneath the Iceland hotspot using differential S–ScS and SKS–SKKS splitting measurements. In theory, we
would like to test whether the proposed flow geometry is consistent
with observations of seismic anisotropy. However, a major practical limitation is presented by the size of the Iceland low-velocity
zone and by its location with respect to global seismicity. Specifically, the small geographical extent (diameter of 800 ± 50 km) of
the velocity anomalies identified by He et al. (2015) and Yuan &
Romanowicz (2017) makes Iceland a challenging target region for
shear wave splitting measurements; furthermore, as discussed below, its location with respect to source regions of large earthquakes
is not particularly favorable. In this study, we employ a combination
of different body wave observations of anisotropy, namely differential S–ScS and SKS–SKKS splitting measurements. Despite the
practical limitations, we were able to construct a data set that sam
ples D beneath Iceland and the surrounding region over a range of
propagation directions (after, e.g. Wookey et al. 2005a; Creasy et al.

2017). We find evidence for a distinctive anisotropic signature in D ,
geographically coincident with a low shear velocity anomaly and
with the presence of a ULVZ. While our data set is relatively small,
measurements for sets of individual S–ScS raypaths are consistent,
and show a clear transition in anisotropic geometry between the re
gion of D directly beneath Iceland and regions adjacent to it. While
our measurements cannot uniquely constrain a mantle flow regime,

we carried out simple forward modelling for a set of plausible D
anisotropy mechanisms and found that our S–ScS measurements
are consistent with vertical flow at the base of the mantle beneath
the Iceland hotspot.

2 METHODS
2.1 Differential S–ScS splitting
To constrain lowermost mantle anisotropy with ScS splitting measurements, we first sought to identify suitably located stations with
demonstrated simple or weak upper mantle anisotropy based on SKS
splitting (e.g. Lynner & Long 2014). Upper mantle corrections for
our stations, discussed further below, are shown in Tables S1–S4.
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zone (ULVZ) just above the core–mantle boundary (CMB) beneath
Iceland (Yuan & Romanowicz 2017; for a summary of ULVZ locations see Yu & Garnero 2018), possibly indicating partial melting
(Yuan & Romanowicz 2017). Despite recent progress on imaging
the mantle, however, the nature of the connection between Icelandic
volcanism and deep mantle processes remains imperfectly understood. One potential avenue for progress involves direct observational constraints on the existence and nature of seismic anisotropy
in the lowermost mantle beneath Iceland, which have the potential
to illuminate patterns of flow and deformation just above the CMB.
Specifically, if observations of anisotropy can provide evidence for
a contrast in anisotropy between the lowermost mantle directly beneath Iceland (i.e. at the root of the putative Iceland plume) and
the surrounding mantle, this could provide (indirect) evidence for a
local perturbation to the generally horizontal flow field expected to
dominate the mantle’s bottom boundary layer.
Seismic anisotropy, the directional dependence of seismic wave
propagation speeds, is commonly used to study mantle flow and
deformation (e.g. Long & Becker 2010; Nowacki et al. 2010). Observational studies of anisotropy commonly target the upper mantle;
however, anisotropy is also present in the mantle transition zone
(e.g. Foley & Long 2011), the uppermost lower mantle (e.g. Fo
ley & Long 2011), and the D layer (the lowermost 300 km of the
mantle; (e.g. Wookey et al. 2005a; Nowacki et al. 2011; Lynner
& Long 2014; Creasy et al. 2017; Deng et al. 2017). In contrast,
the bulk of the lower mantle appears to be (nearly) isotropic (e.g.
Panning & Romanowicz 2006). Constraints on seismic anisotropy
can potentially facilitate the understanding of the mineralogy and
temperature conditions, presence and distribution of partial melt,
and geometry of flow in the lower mantle (e.g. Long & Silver 2009;
Long & Becker 2010; Nowacki et al. 2011). Seismic anisotropy can
be caused by crystallographic or lattice preferred orientation (CPO
or LPO) of anisotropic minerals (e.g. Karato et al. 2008) or by shape
preferred orientation (SPO) of isotropic materials with contrasting
elastic properties (e.g. partial melt; Kendall & Silver 1998).
A major challenge with the interpretation of seismic anisotropy
observations in the deepest mantle is that the mechanism for
anisotropy and its geometrical relationship with deformation patterns remain poorly understood. The lower mantle likely consists
of bridgmanite (MgSiO3 ), ferropericlase ([Mg,Fe]O) and calciumperovskite (CaSiO3 , Lee et al. 2004). Bridgmanite likely undergoes
a phase transition to post-perovskite (MgSiO3 ) close to the CMB
(Murakami et al. 2004), although this phase transition is strongly
dependent on temperature and composition and it is unclear whether
post-perovskite is present globally (e.g. Hirose 2006). Each of these
minerals (except perhaps calcium perovskite) demonstrates strong
single crystal anisotropy, implying that they are possible candidate mechanisms for lowermost mantle anisotropy (as summarized
in Nowacki et al. 2011). Despite the uncertainty in the causative
mechanism, the geometry of seismic anisotropy in any case likely
reflects the geometry of flow and deformation at the CMB (e.g.
Nowacki et al. 2011).
The lowermost mantle beneath Iceland is distinguished by low
shear velocities (e.g. Simmons et al. 2010) and by the presence of a
ULVZ. Studies of the seismic structure of the lowermost mantle beneath Iceland have found evidence for a plume-like upwelling that
originates at the base of the mantle (e.g. He et al. 2015; Yuan & Romanowicz 2017). He et al. (2015) examined differential travel time
residuals of phases such as ScS-S that sampled the lower mantle
beneath the Iceland hotspot and carried out detailed 3-D waveform
modelling to understand the seismic structure of the lowermost
mantle. They found evidence for a mushroom-shaped low-velocity
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suggests that these measurements are not contaminated by lowermost mantle anisotropy beneath Canada (for a detailed discussion of
possible contamination of SKS splitting patterns due to lowermost
mantle structure, see Lynner & Long 2012). We next calculated
average SKS splitting parameters beneath each station to use as
receiver-side upper mantle corrections. We found that our average SKS splitting parameters were generally consistent across all
Yellowknife stations (see Table S5), as might be expected, since
they are all located within a distance of less than 30 km. They are
also similar to previous splitting measurements from Wookey et al.
(2005a). We note that we used averaged splitting parameters across
all YKA stations to correct YKW4 measurements, as this station
had the lowest number of measurements.
We applied the differential S–ScS splitting procedure described
above to obtain splitting parameters (φ, δt) of the ScS phase due to
lowermost mantle anisotropy. For interpretation, the measured fast
directions (φ) in the geographic reference coordinate system were

transformed into a ray-centred reference frame (φ ), as shown in
Fig. 2(a) (after Nowacki et al. 2010). Following previous studies
(Wookey et al. 2005a; Nowacki et al. 2010; Creasy et al. 2017), this
coordinate transformation assumes a nearly horizontal ray path of

the ScS phase in the lowermost mantle. Thus φ = (backazimuth)

− φ, defines the angle between φ and the vertical. When φ = 90◦ ,

◦
it indicates a horizontal fast axis, while φ = 0 indicates a vertical
fast axis.
In total, 107 events measured at YKA, POLARIS, and other
stations fit our geometrical limitations. However, our quality control prevented us from using more than 15 high-quality splitting
measurements for further interpretation. Specifically, we discarded
events showing a low SNR, and in all cases verified the ScS phase
was clearly distinguishable from pS, sS, PS and other interfering
phases arriving at a similar time as the ScS phase, ensuring a clear
waveform. In this process, we paid particular attention to potential
contamination from PS, and discarded events for which the predicted PS and S or ScS arrival times were closer than ≈ 10 s. We
note that for shallow events, some contamination of the S and ScS
waveforms from depth phases (sScS or sS) is theoretically possible,
even though we avoided seismograms with obvious signs of waveform contamination. However, we expect depth phases to experience
nearly identical splitting as the main phases, as any ’extra’ splitting
experienced by the upgoing leg of hypothetical depth phases to be
negligible for shallow events. Therefore, contamination from depth
phases, even if it occurs, is not expected to change the splitting
parameter estimates. After applying the differential S–ScS splitting
procedure, only results leading to a linear corrected particle motion for S and ScS phase and yielding consistent results from the
eigenvalue minimization and rotation correlation methods were retained (with differences between the methods of less than φ = ±
20◦ , δt = 0.5 s). Waveforms and diagnostic plots for each of our
differential S–ScS splitting results are shown in the Figs S1–S15.
We note that while in these figures we show horizontal components
in the N–E coordinate system, we also examined the waveforms in
the R–T coordinate system during our quality control procedures.
The choice of horizontal component coordinate system for generating the figures is arbitrary, and the splitting parameter estimates
are independent of the choice of horizontal coordinate system used
for plotting.
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To isolate the lowermost mantle component, the S–ScS differential
splitting method (Wookey et al. 2005a) systematically corrects for
the effect of anisotropy in the upper mantle close to the source and
receiver and attributes the remaining signal to anisotropy in the lowermost mantle. Our measurement approach was to first correct the
measured S and ScS phases for the effect of upper mantle anisotropy
on the receiver side, as reflected in SKS measurements made over a
range of backazimuths. Next, we measured the shear wave splitting
parameters of direct S, representing the upper mantle component on
the source side. Once the contributions to splitting from the upper
mantle on the source and receiver side have been characterized, the
third step was to implement a grid search to find the best fitting

splitting parameters φ and δt due to D anisotropy, by applying corrections for the source-side splitting to the ScS phase in the proper
sequence (Wookey et al. 2005a). The grid search includes all possible fast directions and delay times up to 6 s (example illustrated in
Fig. 1). Following Wookey et al. (2005a), we applied our differential
S–ScS measurements to phases measured at epicentral distances of
 = 60◦ − 80◦ (see Table S5). Over this distance range, S and ScS
have similar raypaths in the upper mantle at the source and receiver

side. Direct S turns in the mantle above D , avoiding the effects of

D anisotropy. We applied a bandpass filter to all waveforms, retaining frequencies between 0.04 and 0.13 Hz. This filter was chosen
to minimize interference from microseismic noise, as well as to be
generally consistent with the choice of filter parameters for measurements of SKS phases that were used to correct the waveforms
for upper mantle anisotropy. Our filter parameters are identical to
those in several previous studies of differential S–ScS splitting (e.g.
Ford et al. 2015; Creasy et al. 2017), although some studies that
have used this technique have used larger values for the high frequency cutoff (e.g. Wookey et al. 2005a; Nowacki et al. 2010).
We measured splitting parameters δt and φ of SKS phases using
the transverse component minimization method as implemented in
SplitLab (Wüstefeld et al. 2008) and ScS splitting parameters using
also eigenvalue minimization method as implemented in SHEBA
(Wüstefeld et al. 2010).
We identified a set of paths from earthquakes in and around
the Mediterranean whose ScS bounce points sample the lowermost
mantle in the region beneath and adjacent to the Iceland hotspot
(Fig. 2). We used stations of the Yellowknife Array (YKA) and
Portable Observatories for Lithosphere Analysis and Research Investigating Seismicity (POLARIS) in Canada, along with a set of
stations in eastern Canada and the northeastern United States used
in the work of He et al. (2015). We took several steps to obtain accurate upper mantle corrections and ensure that SKS splitting patterns
reflect simple upper mantle anisotropy. We made new measurements
of SKS splitting beneath stations YKW1-4 over multiple azimuths.
We used events with Mw > 5.7 at epicentral distances of  = 90◦
− 127◦ . For stations of the POLARIS network and stations used in
He et al. (2015) we relied on previously published SKS splitting
parameters (Table S6), but we restricted our choice of stations to
those which displayed simple upper mantle anisotropy patterns, with
little or no variability in apparent splitting with backazimuth, and
good backazimuthal coverage. Upper mantle anisotropy splitting
parameters for POLARIS and other stations came from Bostock &
Cassidy (1995), Barruol et al. (1997), Eaton et al. (2004), Benoit
et al. (2013), Yang et al. (2017) and Chen et al. (2018).
We obtained on average 27 high-quality SKS splitting measurements for the Yellowknife stations and found consistent splitting
parameters over a range of backazimuths, suggesting one layer of
simple upper mantle anisotropy (individual station results in Tables S1–S4). The simplicity in the SKS splitting patterns further
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2.2 Differential SKS–SKKS splitting
Differences in the splitting of SKS and SKKS phases for the same
event-station pair provide evidence for a contribution from lowermost mantle anisotropy to one or both phases, assuming the bulk
of the lower mantle can be considered to be isotropic (e.g. Wang &
Wen 2004; Lynner & Long 2014; Deng et al. 2017). This method
does not need to explicitly consider the contributions to splitting

from upper mantle anisotropy, since SKS and SKKS sample the
upper mantle in nearly the same way (Fig. 3). Significantly different
splitting parameters (φ, δt and/or splitting intensity) of SKS and
SKKS phases are interpreted as reflecting a contribution from lowermost mantle anisotropy to the splitting of one or both phases. This
difference could be due either to lateral gradients in lowermost mantle anisotropy, or to differences in path length and/or propagation
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Figure 1. (a) Horizontal component of motion of the event 2010.101.22.08.13 recorded at the station INK of the Canadian National Seismograph Network
and filtered using a bandpass of 0.04–0.13 Hz. The time windows used in the analysis of shear wave splitting for S and ScS are indicated by light blue colour,
while theoretical marks for S and ScS using the iasp91 model (Kennett & Engdahl 1991) are indicated by the black bars. (b) elliptical and linearized particle
motion for S (left-hand panel) and ScS (right-hand panel) before and after the analysis. (c) Normalized error surface plots of the eigenvalue minimization
method (Silver & Chan (1991)) and splitting parameters that best linearize the particle motion (white cross) with their 95 per cent interval of confidence shown
by the thick black contour line.
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Figure 3. Events (yellow circles or stars), stations (red triangles) and ray paths (grey lines) used for SKS–SKKS splitting analysis. Events that led to satisfactory
(quality B) splitting intensity measurements are depicted as yellow circles; events that led to high-quality (quality A) measurements as yellow stars. Inset shows
a schematic diagram from Creasy et al. (2017) showing the ray paths (along a planar cross-section) of the SKS, SKKS, S and ScS used in this study.

direction through the anisotropic layer (with SKKS having a longer

path through D : see Fig. 3). However, SKS–SKKS differential
splitting measurements alone cannot constrain the geometry of the
anisotropy without careful removal of upper mantle contributions
(e.g. Lynner & Long 2014).
Different studies of differential SKS–SKKS splitting take different approaches to the question of whether or not to explicitly
correct the waveforms for the effect of upper mantle anisotropy.
One approach is to carefully select stations with relatively simple
and well-constrained upper mantle anisotropy patterns, and to correct the waveforms for the effect of upper mantle splitting (e.g.
Lynner & Long 2014; Ford et al. 2015; Long & Lynner 2015).

When this approach is taken, explicit estimates of D -associated
splitting of SK(K)S phases can be obtained. The downside of this
approach, however, is that stations must be carefully selected for
simple upper mantle anisotropy patterns; since only a small fraction of stations typically meets these criteria, the resulting data sets

may be small. A second approach is to maximize the number of
stations that are used in the analysis by allowing stations that have
complex upper mantle anisotropy signatures, and looking only for
differences in splitting between pairs of SKS and SKKS phases (e.g.
Long 2009; Creasy et al. 2017; Deng et al. 2017). This approach
generally leads to larger data sets, but with this strategy estimates of

the D -associated portion of the splitting signal cannot be obtained.
In designing our Iceland study, we weighed the potential tradeoffs
associated with each approach, and because many of the stations
located in our study area are associated with complex upper mantle
anisotropy, we decided against implementing explicit upper mantle
corrections here.
We used 17 permanent and temporary stations in Iceland, Greenland and Europe with high-quality data and a wide backazimuthal
coverage for our target region (Fig. 3). We selected events of magnitude Mw > 5.7 in an epicentral distance range between  = 100◦
− 126◦ . We applied the same bandpass filter to all waveforms as for
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram showing the geometrical relationship between φ and φ from Nowacki et al. (2010). For ScS propagation in D , we assume

a nearly horizontal raypath, and thus φ =(backazimuth)-φ describes the fast direction measured from the vertical. (b) Map of raypaths (grey lines) for our
differential S–ScS splitting measurements, from events (yellow stars) in and around the Mediterranean measured at the different stations of YKA and POLARIS
(red triangles).
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S I = −2

T (t)R  (t)
,
|R  (t)|2

(1)

where the transverse component, T(t), is projected onto the time

derivative of the radial component, R (t). This projection is normal
ized by the squared magnitude R (t). For the case of a single layer
of anisotropy, the transverse component energy is related to the traditional splitting parameters δt and φ via the following equation:
1
(2)
T (t) ≈ − (δt sin(2(α − φ)))R  (t),
2
where α defines the polarization of the incoming wave and φ the
fast direction. This implies the SI is related to δt and φ via the
relationship:
S I ≈ δt sin(2(α − φ)).

(3)

We compute the 95 per cent confidence range following the formulation of the mean square error from appendix B in Chevrot (2000) as
implemented in Deng et al. (2017). Differential SKS–SKKS splitting intensity measurements, along with error estimates, are shown
in Tables S7–S23.
A key advantage of the SI method for SKS–SKKS splitting discrepancy studies, as discussed in detail by Deng et al. (2017), is
that the definition of a null (non-split) measurement does not require a particular combination of diagnostic parameter values and
waveform behavior. Instead, null phases exhibit SI values near zero,
corresponding to linear or nearly linear uncorrected particle motion.
3 R E S U LT S
3.1 S–ScS results
Our differential S–ScS analysis yielded 15 measurements of ScS
splitting due to lowermost mantle anisotropy (Fig. 5). Waveforms
and diagnostic plots for all ScS splitting measurements are shown in
Figs S1–S15, and all ScS splitting measurements are shown in Table
S5. While this is a relatively low number of measurements (limited
mainly by the relatively sparse seismicity in the source region),
each measurement passes our quality checks, and measurements for
adjacent raypaths are consistent, lending additional confidence to
our results. A clear geographical pattern is readily apparent (Fig. 5),
in which one group of raypaths (R1) samples the lowermost mantle
within or just adjacent to the low-velocity region of the mantle

directly beneath Iceland, and has a consistent set of φ directions

being nearly vertical (implying VSV > VSH ). In contrast, the second
and third group of raypaths (R2 and R3) sample well outside the
low-velocity region, and instead sample the lowermost mantle to the

north and south of Iceland. R2 and R3 generally exhibit φ values
that are nearly horizontal, implying (VSH > VSV ). We note that
there is one measurement (out of four) in group R2 that contrasts

with the nearly horizontal φ values generally observed for this
group; this measurement is marked in blue in Fig. 5 and has a

more nearly vertical φ value. The CMB bounce point for this phase
lies substantially to the south and east of those for the rest of the
measurements in this group, and the measurement samples the edge
of another low-velocity anomaly that is distinct from the Iceland
anomaly (Fig. 5). We speculate that this single measurement may
be sampling a local anomaly in lowermost mantle anisotropy that is
colocated with the velocity anomaly.
The splitting delay times that we document in this study (Table
S5) range from 1.1 to 5.8 s. The upper end of this range is larger
than is typical in studies of lowermost mantle anisotropy that rely
on ScS splitting, in which delay times generally range from 1-3 s
(e.g. Wookey et al. 2005a; Ford et al. 2015; Creasy et al. 2017;
Rao et al. 2017). However, only four of our 15 measurements are
larger than 3 s, and the average δt in our study is 2.9 s, which is in
line (although on the high end) with the range reported in previous
studies.
As in any study of differential ScS-S splitting, the quality of the
individual measurements is a concern, since the method relies on
a series of corrections for source-side and receiver-side anisotropy
in the upper mantle. Furthermore, because of the relatively limited
number of measurements in our differential S–ScS splitting data
set (15), it is crucial to ensure the quality and reliability of individual measurements. For some of the measurements in our data
set, the SNR values for the ScS phases are not particularly high,
although in all cases we have followed the quality control criteria
and SNR thresholds described above. In order to characterize the
quality of each measurement, we have assigned each measurement
a quality ranking (A versus B), with quality A results having higher

SNRs, more clearly elliptical particle motion due to D -associated
splitting, more clearly linearized particle motions after correction
for splitting, and generally smaller upper mantle receiver-side corrections (since inaccurate upper mantle corrections are a source of
error in the measurements). The quality rankings for each of the
15 measurements in our differential S–ScS splitting data set can be
found in Table S5.

3.2 SKS–SKKS results
Our analysis yielded 59 well-constrained SKS–SKKS splitting pairs
sampling the lowermost mantle beneath Iceland and the surrounding
region, as shown in Fig. 6 and Tables S7–S23. Of those, we identified
28 SKS–SKKS pairs as discrepant. A pair was defined as discrepant
if SI = |SISKS − SISKKS | ≥ 0.3 and the 95 per cent confidence
regions of measured SI values did not overlap. If SI ≥ 0.3 and
the 95 per cent confidence intervals did overlap, the measurement
was classified as ambiguous. If SI < 0.3 the pair was defined
as non-discrepant. For the case with no splitting discrepancy, there
is no reason to infer a contribution from the lowermost mantle
(although such a contribution cannot be definitively ruled out in
this case). For the case where a splitting discrepancy is observed,
one can confidently infer a contribution from lowermost mantle
anisotropy to one or both phases (Wang & Wen 2004). An example
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the S–ScS splitting analysis (retaining frequencies between 0.04 and
0.13 Hz). We retained seismograms exhibiting high-quality arrivals
for both SKS and SKKS, with high SNR and good waveform quality, determined by visual inspection (e.g. Fig. 4). Following recent
work on lowermost mantle anisotropy beneath the eastern Pacific
(Deng et al. 2017) we focused on measuring the shear wave splitting intensity for SKS and SKKS phases, as described below. This
choice of measurement strategy is based on the finding that splitting
intensity discrepancies, rather than discrepancies in measured fast
direction and/or delay time, represent a more robust measurement
for noisy data or relatively weak differential splitting. We carried
out data preprocessing and splitting intensity measurements using a
modified version of SplitLab (Wüstefeld et al. 2008), a shear wave
splitting software toolkit for Matlab. Measurements of splitting intensity (SI), introduced by Chevrot (2000), were carried out using
SplitLab modifications introduced in Deng et al. (2017). The SI
is a measure of the relative energy on the transverse component
seismogram, given by Chevrot (2000):
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Figure 5. Results of differential S–ScS splitting analysis. Background colours depict S-wave velocity perturbations at a depth of 2650 km from GyPSuM
tomography model. The light green circle indicates the approximate region of ULVZ material identified by Yuan & Romanowicz (2017). Lines show raypaths

(black lines inside D region, grey lines outside) for the 15 ScS measurements with quality A and B (see Table S5). Yellow circles indicate the bounce points
of the ScS phase off the CMB. The eight ray paths in R2 and R3 sample the lowermost mantle well outside of the ULVZ location identified by Yuan &
Romanowicz (2017) (green circle). The seven raypaths in R1 sample the lowermost mantle either inside or just at the edge of the ULVZ region. The regions are



separated by magenta lines. The D -associated fast axis φ and time delay δt are shown by the insets labeled R1, R2 and R3. The angles of the lines show φ of
the individual measurements (black) and the averaged measurements of the particular region (red). One measurement in R2 is marked with light blue (contour
of bounce point and line in inset). This measurement was not used for the calculation of the R2 average (for further discussion see Fig. 3.1). The length of the

line indicates δt. φ rotates from ≈90◦ and outside our target region to ≈10◦ at the edge of Iceland plume.

of a discrepant and a non-discrepant SKS–SKKS pair is shown in
Fig. 4.
As with most SKS–SKKS splitting discrepancy data sets, our
observations show considerable scatter (e.g. Lynner & Long 2014;
Deng et al. 2017), and few if any discernable geographical patterns

are evident in Fig. 6. We did observe that nearly all the SKS–SKKS

pairs measured at seismic stations on Iceland sample D well to the
north and east of Iceland, far away from the low-velocity anomaly,
and were found to be non-discrepant. For these pairs, the recorded
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Figure 4. Examples of differential SKS–SKKS splitting intensity measurements. Left-hand panels: an example of discrepant SKS–SKKS splitting measured
at station KOLL for an event on 11 September 2008 in a backazimuth of 38.2◦ . The amplitude ratio between transverse (solid red) and radial (dashed blue)
component for SKS (top panels) and SKKS (bottom panels) clearly differs; measured values of splitting intensity and their formal errors are shown at the
bottom. The corresponding particle motion diagrams (particle motion shown with dashed blue lines in central panels) show a more elliptical motion Right-hand
panels: an example of a non-discrepant measurement recorded at station LVZ for an event on 25 August 2006 coming from a backazimuth of 270.9◦ . The
transverse component pulse shapes and amplitudes for the SKS and SKKS phases look very similar and the particle motion is almost linear in both cases.
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SKS and SKKS waveforms are similar and do not require a contribution from lowermost mantle. In contrast, pairs sampling the
lowermost mantle just outside the low-velocity region (particularly
to the north and to the southwest), were more likely to show discrepancies, suggesting a contribution to the splitting of one or both

phases from D anisotropy. A particularly interesting pattern was
observed for a set of pairs with nearly parallel raypaths measured at
station LVZ, whose SKKS paths sample the lowermost mantle just
to the southeast of the Iceland low-velocity region (shown in Fig. 6
inset, see path #2). Most of these pairs are non-discrepant (black
lines Fig. 6), but the two phases sampling closest to the Iceland
low-velocity region show discrepancies. In general, however, the
SKS–SKKS splitting discrepancies that we document in this study
are distributed throughout the study area, with little or no correlation with geographic features such as the lowermost mantle low
velocity zone.

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Interpretation of differential splitting measurements

for D anisotropy
The interpretation of shear wave splitting measurements in terms of

D anisotropy must be conducted cautiously, because contributions
from anisotropy in the upper mantle must be carefully accounted
for. The interpretation of splitting data sets with limited azimuthal
coverage is non-unique, and possible waveform effects other than
anisotropy must be considered. We emphasize that our measurement

procedure for both SKS–SKKS and S–ScS differential splitting encompasses several precautions to avoid interpreting noise or split
ting due to upper mantle anisotropy in terms of D structure. With
the SK(K)S results, we followed previous work (Deng et al. 2017)
and evaluated the shape of the transverse component waveform in
our SI measurements, ascertaining the shape of the transverse component resembled the time derivative of the radial component. This
step rules out the possibility of transverse energy caused by scattering due to isotropic heterogeneity (e.g. Lynner & Long 2014)
or by dramatic lateral variations in complex anisotropy or isotropic
wavespeed structure at the base of the mantle (see, e.g. Restivo &
Helffrich 2006). Only relatively large (SI ≥ 0.3) differences in the
splitting parameters of SKS and SKKS indicating a contribution

from D were interpreted, minimizing the chances of misinterpreting finite frequency effects due to upper mantle anisotropic structure
(Lin et al. 2014).
As in many studies of differential SKS–SKKS splitting, we cannot directly interpret our results in terms of the anisotropic geometry

in the D region, nor can we carry out explicit corrections of measured splitting intensity to account for differences in path length
between SKS and SKKS. Nearly all of the stations used in our
SKS–SKKS analysis exhibit relatively complicated upper mantle
anisotropy, with backazimuthal variability in apparent splitting parameters (see Tables S7–S23). In some SKS–SKKS discrepancy
studies, relatively simple upper mantle anisotropy beneath the stations can be explicitly accounted for, with waveforms corrected for
the effect of upper mantle splitting and the residual splitting directly

attributed to D (e.g. Lynner & Long 2014). In this study, however,
the complex upper mantle anisotropy beneath our stations precluded
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Figure 6. Map of SKS–SKKS splitting discrepancy results close to Iceland (59 pairs in total, where many overlap each other). Dots show pierce points (circles),


calculated via TauP (Crotwell et al. 1999) of SKS and SKKS phases at top and bottom of the D , assuming a 250 km thick D layer. (Dashed lines connect
the corresponding SKS–SKKS pairs for the same earthquake-receiver pair. Colours indicate three different categories of splitting behaviour: non-discrepant
pairs (black) are those for which SI < 0.3, discrepant pairs (red for SKS and orange for SKKS) are those for which SI ≥ 0.3, with no overlap between the
95 per cent confidence regions on SI for SKS and SKKS. Ambiguous (grey) are those pairs for which SI ≥ 0.3 but the 95 per cent confidence range of SKS
and SKKS measurements overlap. The light green circle indicates the approximate region of ULVZ material identified by Yuan & Romanowicz (2017). Inset:
Map of results, zoomed in on the region immediately around Iceland and with background colours depicting (isotropic) S-wave velocity perturbations from
the GyPSuM tomography model at a depth of 2650 km (Simmons et al. 2010).
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& Wookey (2016) found that while ray theory often makes sufficiently accurate splitting predictions for relatively simple lowermost
mantle anisotropy models, finite-frequency effects are increasingly
important for more complex anisotropic scenarios. A major challenge with full-wave methodologies for modelling lowermost mantle splitting observations, however, is the computational expense,
which is considerable for global simulations down to the relevant
periods (Nowacki & Wookey 2016). Despite the challenges, moving
studies of lowermost mantle anisotropy towards a consideration of
full-wave effects on shear wave splitting is a necessary next step.



4.2 Inferences on D anisotropic structure beneath Iceland
With these caveats in mind, we use our differential S–ScS and SKS–
SKKS splitting observations to draw conclusions about the possible
geometry of anisotropy in the lowermost mantle beneath Iceland.
Strong support for the presence of lateral changes in anisotropy
across the Iceland hotspot is provided by our S–ScS shear wave split
ting measurements, showing a marked difference in D -associated
splitting for paths sampling within and to the north of the lowvelocity region (Group R1 in Fig. 5) compared with paths propagating well outside (Groups R2 and R3). Our S–ScS measurements
suggest a VSV > VSH anisotropic geometry beneath the Iceland
hotspot, with a geometry closer to VSH > VSV outside this region.

Additional support for the presence of D anisotropy directly
beneath Iceland is also provided by our SKS–SKKS splitting data
set, although in this case the interpretation of the data is more tentative. The SKS–SKKS discrepancy data are geographically scattered
(Fig. 6), and a plot of splitting intensity difference as a function of
distance from the centre of the plume (Fig. S16) shows only a weak
relationship for entire data set. We also tested for possible relationships between differences in relative arrival times for SKS–SKKS
phases, differences in splitting intensity, distance from the centre of
the plume, and the relative travel time (Figs S16–S18). However,
any relationships are weak for the full data set, likely because none
of the SKS–SKKS pairs directly sample the central portion of the
low-velocity zone beneath Iceland (Fig. 6).
We conclude that our observations of widespread SKS–SKKS
discrepancies for pairs sampling the region directly surrounding the
Iceland hotspot near the region of low seismic velocities and inferred
ULVZ material (Yuan & Romanowicz 2017), is generally consistent with the idea that there is significant seismic anisotropy in the
lowermost mantle there. One possible explanation for SKS–SKKS
splitting discrepancies is the presence of local lateral gradients in
anisotropic structure in this region, although another explanation invokes a homogeneous region of anisotropy, with differences in splitting between the phases caused by differences in path length and/or
propagation direction. Therefore, our observation of widespread
SKS–SKKS discrepancies can be viewed as consistent with the
inference from the differential S–ScS splitting measurements that
there is a transition in anisotropy geometry directly beneath Iceland,
compared with the lowermost mantle surrounding the plume region.
However, this line of evidence is somewhat circumstantial, and the
spatial patterns in the SKS–SKKS splitting intensity discrepancy
data are much less clear cut than those in our S–ScS measurements.
While the SKS–SKKS discrepancies lack a strong constraint on the
nature of lowermost mantle anisotropy beneath Iceland, they are
generally consistent with the presence of anisotropy, and with the
inference from the ScS splitting patterns that there are lateral tran
sitions in anisotropic structure in D beneath the Iceland hotspot.
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this approach. Rather, the interpretation of our SKS–SKKS discrepancy measurements focuses on the inference a contribution to the
splitting of one or both phases from anisotropy in the lowermost
mantle. This could be due to a lateral gradient in seismic anisotropy
near the CMB between the mantle volume sampled by SKS and that
sampled by the corresponding SKKS, or it could be due to a difference in path length or propagation directions between SKS and

SKKS phases through the D layer in the presence of homogeneous
anisotropy. Therefore, we use the presence and geographical distribution of discrepant SKS–SKKS splitting as a likely indicator the

presence of seismic anisotropy in D ; this evidence for lowermost
mantle anisotropy is complementary to that provided by our ScS
splitting results.
of lateral gradients in seismic anisotropy near the CMB between
the mantle volume sampled by SKS and that sampled by the corresponding SKKS, and/or a difference in path length or propagation

directions between SKS and SKKS phases through the D layer
in the presence of homogeneous anisotropy. Therefore, we use the
presence and geographical distribution of discrepant SKS–SKKS
splitting as a likely indicator of complex and laterally variable

anisotropy in D .
As with SKS–SKKS splitting, there are some caveats to our

interpretation of ScS splitting measurements in terms of D struc
ture. ScS waves do not travel exactly horizontally through the D
layer, although this is a commonly made assumption (e.g. Wookey
et al. 2005a; Nowacki et al. 2010; Creasy et al. 2017). While our
forward modelling procedure, described below, does take into account the deviation from horizontal propagation on the downgoing
and upgoing ScS legs, our measurement procedure itself does not,
and implicitly assumes a single layer of anisotropy (consistent with
a simplified, horizontal propagation direction). Furthermore, our
analysis does not explicitly take into account differences in epicentral distance among the measurements in our data set. Small differences in incidence angle may result in minor differences in splitting
due solely to ray path geometry. However, our ScS splitting data
set does not show any correlation between splitting parameters and
epicentral distance (Table S5). Instead, the drastic rotation in fast
direction in our ScS observations is controlled by the geographic
distribution of Iceland versus non-Iceland paths.
Both our measurement methods and our forward modelling
framework (described below) rely on a ray theoretical approximation and explicitly disregard finite frequency effects; this is a
considerable limitation of our study, and future work that interprets
our measurements in a finite-frequency framework is necessary.
It is well known that isotropic structural variations (including the
solid–liquid contrast across the CMB) can affect the waveforms of

shear phases sampling D when finite frequency effects are taken
into account (e.g. Kawai & Geller 2010; Parisi et al. 2018). However, the extent to which waveform distortion can mimic shear
wave splitting has been debated in the literature. Some workers
(Kawai & Geller 2010) have argued that CMB effects can distort
SV and SH waveforms to such an extent that shear wave splitting
observations can never be interpreted in terms of lowermost mantle
anisotropy. However, recent modelling work by Nowacki & Wookey
(2016) demonstrated that isotropic models do not produce apparent
splitting of ScS phases when using the S–ScS differential splitting
method of Wookey et al. (2005a). The ray theoretical approach
to both measurements and observations that we use in this paper,

while common in observational studies of D anisotropy, must be
validated through future work that explicitly incorporates finite fre
quency effects in observations and modelling of D -associated shear
wave splitting. This work is particularly crucial, given that Nowacki
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4.3 Inferences on D flow beneath Iceland: forward
modelling
4.3.1 Modelling approach and assumptions

first-order aspects of our ScS splitting observations. Future work
that encompasses more realistic geodynamic flow scenarios, and
relies on detailed flow fields predicted by a range of models with
different rheology parameters, will expand on the simple models
presented here.
We carry out simple models of predicted splitting patterns for a
suite of candidate elastic tensors (Fig. 1) and test whether various
scenarios can reproduce our observations. Our modelling closely
follows our approach in previous studies (Ford et al. 2015; Creasy
et al. 2017). We assume a simplified modelling framework, in which
we first consider a set of elastic tensors that are based on singlecrystal elasticity of lower mantle minerals. For these tests, we assume that the elasticity of a polycrystalline aggregate exhibits a
geometry (although not strength) that is similar to the elasticity
of its single-crystal component (for further discussion of this assumption, see Ford et al. 2015). We further assume a simplified
deformation geometry (illustrated in Fig. 7), with horizontal simple shear outside of the upwelling area (shear direction towards the
centre of the upwelling and slip direction in direction of macroscopic shear). The cylindrical symmetry of the upwelling implies a
hexagonal symmetry of anisotropy, with the dominant slip direction
oriented vertically (at least in the centre of the up-welling region).
We therefore average candidate elastic tensors in the horizontal
directions to produce a vertical transversely isotropic medium, following Montagner & Anderson (1989), assuming the slip direction
is oriented in the flow direction. Away from the centre of the plume,
our simplifying assumption of hexagonal symmetry may not strictly
hold.
We initially consider three possible (single-crystal) mineralogical mechanisms for anisotropy (Fig. 1), namely CPO of bridgmanite
(Br) (MgSiO3 ), ferropericlase (Fp) ([Mg,Fe]O) and post-perovskite
(Ppv) (MgSiO3 ). We assume that dislocation glide is the dominant
deformation mechanism. The mineralogy of the lowermost mantle,
and which mineral phase(s) make major contributions to the observed anisotropy, remain poorly known. Specifically, the depth of
phase transition of bridgmanite to post-perovskite is not very well
constrained and is highly dependent on temperature and composition (Cobden et al. 2015). In the case of a low-velocity region with
ULVZ material present, such as beneath Iceland, we expect higher
than average lowermost mantle temperatures ((e.g. Hernlund & McNamara 2015), and references therein). Higher temperatures would
drive the Br-Ppv phase transition to higher pressures; therefore, the

mineralogy in D may be dominated by bridgmanite. While the single crystal elasticity of bridgmanite is quite anisotropic (Wookey
et al. 2005b), there is some doubt as to whether Br deforms by dislocation creep (e.g. Kraych et al. 2016), as opposed to a deformation
mechanism that does not produce CPO. Given these uncertainties,
we test both Ppv and Br as possible candidates. We also consider
ferropericlase as a possible contributor; while Fp is the least abun
dant anisotropic phase in D , it is the weakest mineral of the three
(Yamazaki & Karato 2001) and the most anisotropic (Karki et al.
1999). Some recent work, however, has suggested that when Fp
deforms with Br in a polyphase aggregate, Fp does not develop a
coherent texture (Miyagi & Wenk 2016). While the potential contributions from Fp remain uncertain, we have included Fp in our
tests here as a possibility.
We used single-crystal elastic tensors for Br, Ppv and Fp from
Wookey et al. (2005b), Stackhouse et al. (2006), and Karki et al.
(1999), respectively. In order to relate the flow geometry under consideration to the anisotropic geometry, knowledge (or assumptions)
of the dominant slip systems in each material, along with their relative strengths, are needed. Current understanding of dominant slip
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Our S–ScS measurements are consistent with a lowermost mantle
anisotropy geometry directly beneath Iceland that is different than
the surrounding lowermost mantle. order to make specific inferences
about the pattern of mantle flow associated with this transition, we
must assume geometrical relationships between flow, mantle defor
mation, and the resulting anisotropy. Studies of D anisotropy often
assume the fast direction of anisotropy in the lowermost mantle is
parallel to the shear direction (e.g. Nowacki et al. 2011). However,
uncertainty remains about the mineralogy of the lowermost mantle,
particularly in a region of low seismic velocities potentially indicating high temperatures and the presence of partial melt. Furthermore,
the dominant slip systems in individual minerals at lowermost mantle conditions, and how different materials might contribute in a
polyphase aggregate, remain poorly understood (e.g. Immoor et al.
2018).
Despite these limitations, we can carry out a series of simple,
ray theoretical forward modelling experiments to understand which
plausible anisotropy scenarios are consistent with our observations.
Specifically, we test whether the concept of lowermost mantle flow
proposed by He et al. (2015) and Yuan & Romanowicz (2017),
which invokes a plume-like upwelling directly beneath Iceland, is
consistent with our data, under a series of simple assumptions about
possible anisotropic mechanisms/geometries. This model invokes a
transition from horizontal mantle flow (directed towards the base
of the putative Iceland plume) outside the Iceland low-velocity region to cylindrically symmetric, vertically directed flow (upwelling)
within the Iceland low-velocity region (Fig. 7). In our modelling,
we assume that the difference in anisotropy we observe between the
region directly beneath Iceland and the region outside it reflects a
change in mantle flow direction. We emphasize, however, that other
interpretations of our observations are also possible. Specifically,
lateral gradients in anisotropy could be caused by lateral changes
in anisotropic mechanism or mineralogy, rotation of fossilized fabric, texture inheritance across phase transitions, and/or changes in
dominant slip system(s). While we cannot rule out any of these scenarios, our focus is testing whether our observations are consistent
with a cylindrically symmetric upwelling at the base of the mantle.
Our forward modelling relies on a highly simplified view of mantle flow at the base of a plume, one that invokes vertical flow in the
low-velocity zone beneath the plume and horizontal flow (directed
inwards towards the plume centre) outside of it. We do not consider
details such as the width of the plume conduit, the breadth of the
plume base, and the details of the transition from horizontal to vertical flow in this study. In reality, the morphology of the upwelling,
including its width, will depend strongly on thermochemical effects
and on the rheology of the lowermost mantle (e.g. Lin & van Keken
2006; Samuel & Bercovici 2006), which are not well known for
Iceland (or for the lowermost mantle more generally). Specifically,
the distance from the centre of the plume to the region dominated
by horizontal flow surrounding it is likely to vary depending on
the mineralogy and rheology, potentially affecting which raypaths
in our study are sampling regions of vertical or horizontal flow (or
flow that is transitional between the horizontal and vertical regimes).
Our intent in the present paper is not to provide an exhaustive investigation of all possible models for upwelling flow at the base
of the Iceland plume; rather, we intend to test whether a simple
and qualitative (but plausible) geodynamic scenario can explain the
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Table 1. Summary of all elastic tensors used to evaluate fit with observations. Columns show the type of tensor (VPSC tensors, single-crystal, LPO based
on experimental data, SPO based on effective medium averaging, or LPO based on global flow and texture models), the phase and/or constituents, and the
reference. For the single-crystal tensors and VPSC tensors, the pressure and temperature conditions used in the modelling are also indicated.
Geometry
Single crystal

VPSC tensors
Geometry
SPOa
a Input values for elastic constants: Vp

Phase

Pressure [GPa]

Temperature [K]

Br
Ppv
Fp
Ppv
Ppv+Fp
Phase
0.05 vol. frac. melt

126
136
135
126–136
125

2800
3000
3000
2000–3000
2000

matrix

aspect ratiooblate = 0.05; aspect ratiotubule

Notes
Oblate shape, MSAT/ Tubule shape, MSAT

References
Wookey et al. (2005b)
Stackhouse et al. (2006)
Karki et al. (1999)
Walker et al. (2011)
Tommasi et al. (2018)
References
Walker & Wookey (2012)

= 13.9 km s−1 ; V smatrix = 7.9 km s−1 ; densitymatrix = 5324 kg m−3 ; Vpinclusion = 7 km s−1 ; Vsinclusion = 0 km s−1 ;
= 20; volume fraction of inclusions = 0.05.

systems at lowermost mantle conditions is imperfect; however, our
choice of slip systems to test is informed by recent experimental and
modelling results. For single-crystal Ppv, we consider two possible
dominant slip systems, [100](010) and [010](001), as suggested by
Goryaeva et al. (2016) and Miyagi et al. (2010), respectively. For
Br, we consider two possible dominant slip systems: [100](010)
and [010](100), both suggested by Gouriet et al. (2014). For Fp,
slip could occur on the {110} slip planes (Karato 1998); however,

experiments on deformation of Fp (Girard et al. 2012) show at
higher pressures, slip could occur instead on the 100 set of planes.
Dominant slip systems are dependent on pressure, temperature and
Fe content, but we only consider slip systems 1/2 <110>{110} and
1/2 <110>{100}.

We next consider a second class of possible mechanisms for D
anisotropy invoking shape preferred orientation (SPO) of partially
molten material aligned in a preferential direction (Kendall & Silver
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Figure 7. (a) Cartoon view of the conceptual model for mantle flow (black arrows) tested here, based on the suggestion of He et al. (2015) and Yuan &
Romanowicz (2017), with horizontal mantle flow outside the low-velocity region and vertical in the low-velocity region. Solid arrows represent the raypaths
tested here and correspond to (b)–(e). The two paths identified for ScS are from Fig. 5. Path #1 represents R1 from Fig. 5, while path #2 represents R2 and R3.
(b)–(e) Splitting predictions and observations for the four successful models. Shown are spherical representations of the predicted shear wave splitting behavior
as a function of propagation direction, with colour representing the strength of shear wave anisotropy and black bars showing predicted fast polarization
directions. The S–ScS shear wave splitting observations are shown as light violet (assumed to propagate directly beneath the plume) and dark purple (assumed
to propagate outside the plume). (b) Tubule SPO; (c) single crystal bridgmanite assuming the slip system [001](100); (d) ferropericlase assuming the slip
system 1/2 <110>{110} for vertical and horizontal flow; (e) polyphase aggregate of 70 per cent Ppv and 30 per cent Fp.
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in our modelling, as the geographic patterns are less clear-cut and

the interpretation of the measurements in terms of D -associated
splitting is less straightforward. We include in our modelling the
three ScS paths, assuming path R1 (Fig. 5) samples nearly vertical
flow (with VSV > VSH ) within the base of the plume itself, while
paths R2 and R3 sample horizontal flow (with VSH > VSV ) outside
of it. We focus on modelling the average ScS fast splitting directions, rather than the delay times, for two reasons. First, a correct
prediction of the strength of anisotropy requires accurate modelling
of how anisotropy accumulates through a flow field (which, in turn,
requires detailed knowledge of the relative strength of slip systems
in dislocation glide, which are poorly known for the pressures and
temperatures associated with the lowermost mantle). Secondly, because there is a direct tradeoff between the strength of anisotropy and
the thickness of the anisotropic layer, which might not be uniform
throughout our study region, it is difficult to interpret differences in
shear wave splitting delay times directly in terms of differences in
anisotropy strength. For these reasons, our modelling approach focuses on matching the fast splitting directions, rather than the delay
times. In our modelling, we assume the mechanism for anisotropy
inside and outside of the Iceland low-velocity region are the same,
but the gradient in shear wave splitting behavior is due to a change
in direction of flow. This would be consistent either with a scenario
of pre-existing fabric due to horizontal flow outside of the plume being overprinted due to ongoing deformation in the dislocation creep
regime in a vertical upwelling geometry or with a scenario of the
preexisting fabric simply being rotated into a vertical geometry by
the flow field. Of course, other scenarios are possible, and could be
tested with future work; it is possible that a transition in anisotropy
mechanism, or in dominant deformation mechanism, could also be
present in the lowermost mantle beneath Iceland.

4.3.2 Modelling results
Fig. 7 illustrates our modelling approach and selected results; here,
we plot all models that successfully reproduce the ScS observations, while the unsuccessful model predictions are shown in the
Supplementary Information (Fig. S19). For each anisotropy scenario tested (Figs 7 and S19), we show the predicted ScS splitting
behavior for both the horizontal flow region outside Iceland and
for the cylindrically symmetric upwelling directly beneath it. We
computed predicted fast directions for each ScS path by solving
the Christoffel equation for propagation in the appropriate direction, using the MSAT toolkit (Walker & Wookey 2012), assuming
horizontal propagation along the CMB. To display the horizontal
flow predictions, we use a plotting convention where the splitting
predictions are shown with respect to the direction of horizontal
mantle flow (shear direction), assuming flow is directed towards the
centre of the low-velocity region directly beneath Iceland. For vertical flow predictions, the anisotropy is symmetric with respect to the
vertical symmetry axis, making the choice of north and west directions arbitrary. On each splitting prediction diagram, we highlight
the predicted splitting fast direction for the actual ScS raypaths in
our data set. We evaluate each model against the ScS fast directions
comparing the predicted and observed fast directions, discarding
those models differing by more than 20◦ .
Several of the cases we tested did not successfully predict the
observations (Fig. S19). For Ppv, we found that both of the candidate slip systems could reproduce one of the observed ScS splitting
directions (either inside or outside the Iceland region), but not both
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1998) (Fig. 1). We consider partial melt pockets aligned in cigarlike (tubule) shapes or in flat (oblate) pancakes, as suggested by
Nowacki et al. (2011). We assume that in the case of horizontal
lateral flow along the CMB, pockets of molten material would be
aligned sub-parallel to the CMB, and in the tubule case, we further
assume the long axis of the tubules will be aligned in the shear
direction. For the vertical flow, we assume the melt pockets would
align vertically; for the oblate melt case, we averaged around a vertical rotation axis to produce a vertical transverse isotropic medium
that is cylindrically symmetric. We generated melt SPO elastic tensors based on the effective medium modelling approach of Tandon
& Weng (1984), using MSAT (Walker & Wookey 2012), a Matlab
toolkit for manipulation of elastic tensors. For the tubule SPO case,
we used an aspect ratio of 20 (following Kendall & Silver 1998)
with 5 per cent volume fraction of inclusions. For oblate SPO, we
consider an aspect ratio of 0.05, producing very strong seismic
anisotropy with very little partial melt (20 times more than tubule
SPO for the same volume of inclusions). The pattern of seismic
anisotropy remains the same for the tubule case for aspect ratios
greater than one; however, the strength increases. Similarly, the pattern of anisotropy remains the same for the oblate case for aspect
ratios less than 0.1; however, the strength increases as well as the
aspect ratio decreases. While the expected (isotropic) velocity reduction expected for the melt fraction and configuration used in our
modelling will vary depending on the details of whether the melt
pockets are interconnected or not, the volume fraction of partial melt
in our models (5 per cent) is in line with previous studies that have
sought to understand what melt fractions are needed to produce the
velocities observed in ULVZ regions of the lowermost mantle (e.g.
Williams & Garnero 1996; Berryman 2000; Hernlund & Jellinek
2010; Hier-Majumder & Drombosky 2016).
In addition to the models based on single-crystal elasticity and
effective medium modelling of partial melt, we also test two different sets of elastic tensors that are based on a combination of
geodynamic modelling (either global or regional) and modelling of
texture development in polycrystalline aggregates. In the first case,
we use elastic tensors derived from the modelling study of Walker
et al. (2011), who combined a model of mantle flow and strain
accumulation with a model of texturing in a Ppv aggregate. The
global flow model used in Walker et al. (2011) does not capture
the (possible) localized upwelling at the base of the plume beneath
Iceland, so we do not use the flow and texture predictions from this
region of the model. Instead, we use an elastic tensor appropriate
for simple shear of Ppv at the base of the mantle derived from the
Walker et al. (2011) study for the three slip planes: (100), (010)
and (001). We have used this approach in previous modelling work
as well; see Creasy et al. (2017) for details. The second example
of a geodynamically based elasticity scenario comes from a recent
study by Tommasi et al. (2018), who carried out 2-D modelling of
a (generic) upwelling at the base of the mantle, and implemented a
model of texturing in a polyphase aggregate of 70 per cent Ppv and
30 per cent Fp. For this test, we use elastic tensors derived from a
part of the model that is dominated by horizontal flow towards the
upwelling, as well as from a part of the model dominated by vertical upwelling flow (models from upwelling streamlines at (X,Y)
= (–300, 31.5) km and (X,Y) = (–27.02, 274.78) km from supplementary tables in Tommasi et al. 2018).
To compare with the predictions of our models, we use a subset
of our measurements sampling the region directly surrounding the
base of the Iceland plume. We focus on modelling our ScS splitting measurements, given that the spatial pattern in fast direction
geometry is very clear; we do not include the SKS–SKKS paths
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5 C O N C LU S I O N
In this study, we combined differential SKS–SKKS and S–ScS shear

wave splitting from multiple azimuths to examine D anisotropy
beneath Iceland and investigate the possible pattern of mantle
flow. Our data set of differential S–ScS splitting measurements
and SKS–SKKS splitting intensity discrepancies strongly suggests
presence of lowermost mantle anisotropy beneath Iceland, with the

the anisotropic properties of D directly beneath Iceland differing
significantly from those of the surrounding mantle. In particular,
we observe a dramatic rotation in ScS fast splitting directions for
paths sampling directly beneath Iceland compared to paths sampling
outside of it. We also observe a number of discrepant SKS–SKKS

measurements for pairs sampling D surrounding Iceland; while
there are only weak correlations between the location of SKS–
SKKS splitting discrepancies and geographic features such as the
low-velocity zone, these measurements provide complementary evidence for the presence of lowermost mantle anisotropy beneath
the region. Our data suggest a localized change in either anisotropy
mechanism or flow direction (or perhaps both) directly beneath Iceland, colocated with low shear velocities in tomographic models
and with the presence of ULVZ material inferred from waveform
modelling studies. We carry out simple forward modelling to test
whether our observations are consistent with a simple flow scenario
that invokes cylindrically symmetric upwelling flow at the base of
the mantle within the low-velocity region and horizontal mantle
flow outside of it. Our modelling results show this flow geometry
is consistent with our observations if anisotropy is due to SPO of
partial melt oriented in a tubule geometry, due to aligned bridgmanite with a [001] or [010] dominant slip direction on the (100)
plane, due to alignment of ferropericlase, or due to texturing of a
Ppv + Fp aggregate in the presence of an upwelling flow. While
our observations do not uniquely constrain the geometry of mantle
flow beneath Iceland, they strongly suggest a lateral transition in
anisotropic geometry, and are consistent with the general idea of
upwelling flow at the base of the mantle directly beneath Iceland.
Our anisotropy measurements therefore generally support the notion that Iceland hotspot volcanism is sourced by a deep mantle
plume and thus connected to processes in the lowermost mantle just
above the CMB. We caution, however, that the interpretation of our
splitting observations is non-unique, and that our interpretations
based on a ray theoretical framework must be validated by future
finite-frequency waveform modelling for more realistic anisotropy
geometries at the base of the mantle, including the consideration of
more realistic geodynamic models for thermochemical plume flow.
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flow regimes at the same time (Fig. S19). For the [100](010) dominant slip system for Ppv, the horizontal flow case cannot reproduce
the ScS splitting from path R2 (Fig. 5) because Ppv predicts weak
splitting for this particular raypath direction. For the [010](001)
dominant slip system, path R2 (horizontal flow) of ScS splitting
could be reproduced, but not the vertical case (path R1 in Fig. 5),
since the predicted fast direction is VSH > VSV and predicted splitting is weak for a horizontally propagating ScS wave. We found
that Fp, deforming on the slip system 1/2<110>100, is also an
unacceptable fit to the data (Fig. S19). While this slip system could
reproduce path R1 ScS (vertical flow) results, the horizontal flow
case cannot reproduce path R2 ScS results. The horizontal Fp predicts VSV > VSH , which was not observed for path R1 in Fig. 5.
For Br with a dominant [100](010) slip system, the model does
not make predictions that are consistent with the observed ScS fast
splitting directions; specifically, it predicts fast polarization directions for ScS roughly 90◦ away from observations for both flow
regions. We found oblate SPO could reproduce path R2 ScS results
(horizontal), but not path R1 ScS results (vertical), as little or no
splitting is predicted for ScS in the vertical flow regime for oblate
SPO. For the LPO models of Ppv from Walker et al. (2011) models,
they all predict weak anisotropy or tilted transverse isotropy for the
horizontal flow case (path #2 from Fig. 7). Since these models
could not predict the ScS measurements for path R2, they were
discarded as possibilities.
In contrast to these unsuccessful cases, our modelling shows that
several other plausible scenarios can successfully reproduce our
ScS splitting observations. We show all plausible models in Fig. 7.
Tubule SPO provides an appropriate fit to the data for both the
horizontal and vertical flow cases (regions both inside and outside
the low-velocity region beneath Iceland), under the assumption the
long axis of the inclusions is aligned with the shear direction of finite strain. While tubule SPO can reproduce the ScS results for the
fast polarization directions, a 5 per cent volume fraction of inclusions only predicts 2 − 3 s of delay time. Our observations indicate
somewhat higher delay times, which would suggest a higher volume
fraction of melt. We found that single crystal bridgmanite with a
dominant [001] or [010] slip direction on the (100) slip plane also
reproduces our observations (Fig. 7). LPO of ferropericlase also
provides a fit to the ScS data when the 1/2<110>110 slip system
is invoked (Fig. 7). Tommasi et al. (2018) models for an upwelling
streamline also fits the change in ScS anisotropy, where VSH > VSV
is present at the base of an upwelling region. However, at the top of
plume, fast directions vary with azimuth and are very close to VSV
> VSH , similar to the ScS observations in path #1.
This modelling exercise does not uniquely constrain an
anisotropic geometry or flow scenario at the base of the mantle
beneath Iceland; however, it does provide a test for flow scenario (a
localized, cylindrically symmetric upwelling) suggested by the work
of He et al. (2015) and Yuan & Romanowicz (2017). Our modelling
results show that our ScS observations are indeed consistent with
this flow scenario for the four cases shown in Fig. 7: tubule SPO,
bridgmanite (dominant [001] or [010] slip direction on the (100)
slip plane), ferropericlase (slip system of 1/2<110>110), and the
combined Ppv + Fp model of Tommasi et al. (2018). Our modelling
further suggests that a Ppv, along with oblate SPO, and certain slip
systems of Br and Fp, do not represent plausible anisotropy mechanisms beneath Iceland when combined with the flow geometry
tested in this study.
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